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what? 
how?

current trends?
design issues?



Vocabulary of hybridity

linkage, merging, fusion, linkage, interconnection, 
binding, assemblage, amalgam, amalgamation, blend, 
blending, coadunation, coalescence, coalition, 
commingling, commixture, hybridization, compound, 
convergence, immixture, integration, intermixture, 
junction, merger, merging, mixture, smelting, synthesis, 
unification, union, uniting, welding, assimilation, alliance, 
interfusion, soup, salmagundi



(all of these allow the digital-physical convergence)

pervasive computing, ubiquitous computing, everyware, 
wearable computing, mobile computing, things that 
think, calm computing, continuous computing, ambient 
intelligence, digital-physical computing, internet of 
things, networked objects, augmented reality, mixed 
reality, geospatial web, locative media, physical 
metaverse...

research about how to design for hybridization led to:



underlying technologies

• identification (RFID, ipv6, visual 
tags...)

• sensors

• positioning (GPS, Wifi, 
CellID...)

• other information (pressure, 
temperature, etc.)

• communication (tcp/ip, BT/Wifi, 
zigbee, redTacton...)

• computation



“Media spaces LINK physical spaces through digital mediums. 
Mixed reality environments FUSE physical and digital 

environments. 
Ubiquitous computing environments EMBED the digital into 

physical environments. 
Hybrid ecologies MERGE multiple environments, physical and 

digital.”
(Crabtree and Rodden, 2007)



what this hybridization is not about:



rather about:

a less utilitarian 
perspective



3D printing, rapid 
prototyping
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desktop computers
game consoles

physical activities

digital overlay (augmented 
reality,  visualization)

locative media
architecture as an interface

spimes+blogjects
lifelogging+virtual worlds



digital overlay (augmented 
reality,  visualization)

locative media
architecture as an interface
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trends



augmented/mixed reality: combination of real 
world and computer-generated data



visualizing the 
hybridization



Premptive media’s AIR 
(area immediate reading)







blogject (blog-objects)



blogject #1: traces



blogject #2: history

turn history of interactions 
in a continuous experience, 

object learn from their 
histories



blogject #3: content production



tripwire (Tad Hirsch)



crittercams



Blogging pigeons (Beatriz Da Costa)



(automatic) lifeblogging
+virtual worlds

(or... pedometers everywhere)



Spimes
(Bruce Sterling)

Speculative category of objects that:
 1. Have a unique ID (RFID? thinglink?...)
 2. Can be precisely located on Earth 

(GPS?, radio-frequency?)
 3. A way to mine large amounts of data 

for things that match some given 
criteria, like internet search engines.

 4. Tools to virtually construct nearly any 
kind of object; computer-aided design.

 5. Ways to rapidly prototype virtual 
objects into real ones. Sophisticated, 
automated fabrication of a specification 
for an object, through “three-
dimensional printers.”

 6. “Cradle-to-cradle” life-spans for objects. 
Cheap, effective recycling.
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• The InternetS of Places, People and Things

• Make explicit the invisible or the implicit (often negative 
phenomena)

• Underlying trend: collection of traces + new interaction partners

• Intricate relationships between the physical world and X virtual 
environments that are interconnected

• What’s being in a place?

• What does it mean to be with someone? a pet?

design trends



• Agency: human? pet? artifacts?

• Reshuffled interaction design

- Intentional/unintentional inputs

- Synchronous/asynchronous output

- Fragmented interactions

• Affordances of space

- does the physical space afford specific behavior in virtual space?

- the other way around?

- is it so interconnected that behavior is seamless?

design issues



what drives design?
unfortunately: tech tech tech

BUT
also need new experiences

1) playful
2) with forgotten partners (pets, weather)

3) non utilitarian practices
4) lowtech/low bandwidth can be relevant



Thank you

nicolas.nova@epfl.ch 
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oh btw, this is not new



(“piazza-listening device” by Athanasius Kirchner, 1650)


